We describe the VarIDE system (standing for Variant IDEntification) which participated in edition 1.1 of the PARSEME shared task on automatic identification of verbal multiword expressions (VMWEs). Our system focuses on the task of VMWE variant identification by using morphosyntactic information in the training data to predict if candidates extracted from the test corpus could be idiomatic, thanks to a naive Bayes classifier. We report results for 19 languages.
Introduction
Identifying multiword expressions (MWEs) such as to make ends meet and to give up in running text is a challenging problem (Baldwin and Kim, 2010; Constant et al., 2017) . This is especially true for verbal MWEs (VMWEs), which, like verbs together with their subcategorization frames, are subject to complex morphological and syntactic transformations. As a consequence, VMWEs may occur under various forms, and it is especially important to identify expressions which are variants of each other.
Our system VarIDE, submitted to the PARSEME shared task 2018, focuses on the specific problem of variant identification. Shared task organizers provided training, development and test corpora (hereafter TRAIN, DEV, and TEST) manually annotated for VMWEs. 1 Given a VMWE (e.g. to have look 'to have appearance') that appears in TRAIN under a certain form as in ex. (1), VarIDE aims at identifying the different uses of this VMWE in the corresponding DEV and TEST corpora whatever their surface form, either identical -i.e. with the same sequence of words between the first and last lexicalized component 2 as in (4),(5) or (6) -or not -as in (2) or (3). Even though identifying the former may not seem challenging, especially for (4) that is completely identical to (1), it should be pointed out that (7), despite its apparent similarity, cannot be considered a valid variant because of the additional lexicalized determiner which characterizes a different VMWE (to have a look 'to examine'). Moreover, the other examples teach us that the VMWE have look tolerates the imperative in (5) or adverbial modifiers (advmod), adverbial clauses (advcl) and inflection for person in (6). With such a knowledge, we can establish the profile of the allowed morphosyntactic transformations for this VMWE, which should be useful when it appears with different surface form, as in (2). Therefore, VarIDE is based on the hypothesis that the variability phenomenon has to take into account the widest range of use of any VMWE, so that we consider all examples from (2) to (6) as variants (from now, this term will exclusively refer to this definition) of (1).
However, within the context of the shared task, a more restrictive definition is adopted: among all the occurrences in DEV/TEST corresponding to an annotated VMWE in TRAIN (called Seen-in-train VMWEs), only (2) and (3) are called Variants-of-train. 3 They exhibit differences within the lexicalized components (verbal inflection) and the insertions (e.g. a negation), contrary to the examples (4), (5) and (6) (called Identical-to-train VMWEs). In other words, what we call variants in this work corresponds to the Seen-in-train VMWEs in the shared task.
(1)
Rooms have.Ind.Pres.3rd a personalized look with curtains 'Rooms have a personalized appearance' (TRAIN) On average, Seen-in-train VMWEs represent 59.8% of all VMWEs in TEST, and, therefore, deserve dedicated analysis and processing. To this aim, our system first extracts a large set of candidates to cover a large proportion of annotated VMWEs (but also a considerable amount of noise). This extraction is based on the most frequent POS patterns of annotated VMWEs in TRAIN. Then, we extract features for VMWE classification based on the morphological and syntactic characteristics of candidates. Finally, we train a naive Bayes classifier which tries to predict, given these features, whether extracted candidates are true VMWEs or ordinary word combinations. VarIDE is a generic multilingual system for VMWE identification. It was evaluated on 19 of the 20 shared task languages. This paper describes the submitted system (Sec. 2) with the variant identification understood as above and analyzes its results (Sec. 3).
System description: variant identification
VarIDE is designed to identify variants of VMWEs observed in the training data. It relies on the hypothesis that the more a candidate expression c is similar to at least one annotated VMWE occurrence e, the higher the probability that c and e are variants of the same VMWE. We estimate this similarity by comparing features exhibited by c and e. These features are then used by a classifier to determine whether c is a true VMWE (that is, a variant of an observed one) or an ordinary word combination. We describe the classifier training (Sec. 2.1), and then the variant prediction and categorization on TEST (Sec. 2.2).
Training data
To train the binary classifier, we need both positive (IDIOMATIC) and negative (LITERAL) examples of VMWEs. Only the former are provided in TRAIN. Therefore, we extract VMWEs and candidates by searching for co-occurrences of the same lemmas as in annotated VMWEs, according to certain patterns. We specify the patterns to be respected since (i) this reduces noise with respect to free lemma cooccurrences, and (ii) features strongly depend on c and e's syntactic patterns. Among the steps described below for TRAIN, candidate and feature extraction will also be applied on TEST for the prediction phase.
Normalization and pattern generation
We aim at obtaining the most frequent patterns of annotated VMWEs in each language. Therefore, two normalization steps are required to accommodate for POS tag variability and morphological inflection.
POS sequence normalization A given VMWE annotated in TRAIN, e.g. they build a bridge 'they create a relationship', can be represented as a sequence of POS tags of its lexicalized components, here: VERB,NOUN . The same VMWE may exhibit other POS sequences because of syntactic transformations (e.g. NOUN,VERB for the bridges that were built ). We define the normalized POS sequence (hereafter POSnorm) as the lexicographically sorted sequence of POS tags of the lexicalized components of a VMWE, e.g. the two occurrences of to build a bridge above have the same POSnorm NOUN,VERB .
Lemma sequence normalization Inflection and word order should also be neutralized so as to consider e.g. both builds a bridge and bridges built as variants of the same VMWE. We, thus, define the normalized lemmatized form (hereafter LemmNorm) as the sequence of lexicographically ordered lemmas (e.g. bridge,build ). Although this form could potentially conflate distinct VMWEs sharing the same LemmNorm, such spurious conflation was rarely observed in practice upon inspection of a sample.
Pattern generation Candidate extraction is based on LemmNorm, hence we keep the correspondence between a LemmNorm and its observed/allowed lemma sequences. However, VMWEs may not exhibit their whole range of possible lemma sequences in TRAIN. Therefore, we apply an extrapolation procedure to avoid missing VMWEs with low frequency or unobserved variants in TRAIN, as exemplified in Table 1 . The LemmNorm of each VMWE in TRAIN is associated with all its observed POS sequences and their frequencies, and with its POSnorm. When the same LemmNorm is associated with more than one POSnorm (e.g. due to annotation errors), only the most frequent one is kept like for out, turn in Table 1 . When the table is read from left to right, this leads to a list of allowed permutations for each VMWE sharing the same POSnorm. For instance, VMWEs associated to the POSnorm NOUN,VERB (e.g. make decisions) may occur in both orders VERB-NOUN and NOUN-VERB, as opposed to those associated with the POSnorm PRON,VERB (e.g. take it), which only appears in the VERB-PRON order. As a consequence, the LemmNorm adjustment,make will be associated with the POS sequence NOUN-VERB, even if this order (e.g. adjustments which were made) was never observed. This enlarges the possible word-order combinations to be searched during candidate extraction, but does not mean that the full set of POS permutations is allowed by all VMWEs sharing the same POSnorm.
Extraction of positive and negative VMWE examples
To be extracted, a candidate must respect one of the POS sequences allowed by its POSnorm. For instance, this condition is not fulfilled by Tower ::::::
Bridge :::: built 4 (PROPN instead of NOUN) or by :::::: it takes (PRON-VERB order instead of VERB-PRON). We select the 10 most frequent POSnorms for each language and their associated POS sequences. For each LemmNorm in TRAIN whose POSnorm belongs to this top-10 list, we generate all allowed permutations of lemmas and search them in the corpus allowing for discontinuities. Given that candidate extraction relies on the LemmNorm, we can never find candidates whose lemma sequence never occurs in TRAIN, i.e. we focus on Seen-in-train VMWEs, as explained in Sec. 1. To further limit the quantity of spurious candidates in some languages (e.g. because of sentence segmentation errors), we limit the number of words that can occur between the the first and last components of an extracted candidate to 20. This constraint is referred to as Filter20. Moreover, a post-processing script checks whether all annotated VMWEs within the top-10 POSnorms were actually extracted as candidates, and adds them automatically if missing (which could occur because of lemmatization errors). To develop the training set for the classifier, the extracted candidates in TRAIN are labeled IDIOMATIC if they were manually annotated as VMWEs, and LITERAL otherwise. For that purpose, we adapt the methodology presented for French in (Pasquer et al., 2018) to a multilingual scale. Its main principle is that a feature is defined as a named property (e.g. the UD verbal form VERBFORM) which is associated with a value taken from a set of possible values (e.g. Inf, Ger, Conv).
However, we cannot define a fixed set of features and values due to language specificities (e.g. VERBFORM=Conv(erb) exists in Croatian but not in English). Such specificities occur in the POS tagsets, dependency relations, and morphological features. Therefore, we first scan the corpora to list all features and their possible values for each language. As a result, all existing features for each language are considered for all candidates, even if some of them are irrelevant, like the gender of an invariable token. When a feature is irrelevant for a candidate, its value is set to -1. Features represent morphological 5 and syntactic properties, thanks to information available in the shared task corpora in the .cupt format. Syntactic features involve both insertions and outgoing dependency relations when available. For the elements inserted between the VMWE components, we disregard adjacency and only consider their POS (e.g. ADV-PRON in They believed that genuine democracy was now.ADV on its.PRON way). Features can be classified into two classes: absolute and relative.
Absolute (ABS) vs. relative (REL) features For a given candidate, which can be either positive or negative VMWE, ABS features are obtained directly, based on its local properties and on the properties of its component words. For instance, in ex. (8a), the noun is singular, hence the feature ABS morph NOUN Number = singular. On the other hand, REL features are obtained by comparing a candidate with all annotated VMWEs in TRAIN that share the same LemmNorm (except itself). These features aim at capturing the similarity of a candidate with annotated VMWEs. REL features can take three values: false, if no equivalence with any annotated VMWE was found, true if at least one equivalence was found 6 , or -1 if comparison is impossible (e.g. for hapaxes). In other words, this similarity relies on the most similar annotated VMWE (i.e. the REL values are assigned after all the VMWEs in TRAIN have been scanned) even though the considered properties are only observed once. For instance, to obtain the REL feature-values for the VMWE photo, take in ex. (8a), we compare it with the annotated occurrences (8b) and (8c). First, as synthesized in Table 2 cell (5,4), one determiner (a, some) is inserted in both (8a) and (8b), so that the REL insert DET value is true whatever the insertions in (8c). Second, (8a) and (8b) differ regarding the mood/tense of the verb (imperative vs. preterite) but the imperative is also used in (8c) so that REL morph VERB Mood is true. Third, the number inflection of the noun photo differs from (8b) or (8c), hence REL morph NOUN Number = false -cf. cell (13, 5) .
Features can refer to the whole VMWE candidate (e.g. LemmNorm) or to its individual tokens. In the latter case, each token is identified by its POS, hence the three cases in Table 2 : no duplicated POS so each component can be identified by its POS (Case 1, illustrated by the examples 8a-8b-8c); duplicated POS that can be distinguished by the tokens' incoming dependencies (Case 2, ex. 9a-9b); duplicated POS that cannot be distinguished by the tokens' incoming dependencies (Case 3, Table 2 : Absolute and relative features for examples 8a (RELative to 8b/c), 9a (RELative to 9b), and 10a (RELative to 10b). The table should be read by compositing the ABS or REL prefix with the feature names from column 3, e.g. the cells in line 4 and columns 4 and 5 represent the feature-value pairs ABS insertALL=DET and REL insertALL=true.
Second, we use the NLTK's naive Bayes classifier 7 to classify candidates as negative/positive on the basis of their features. After binary classification, the VMWE category of the predicted candidate is obtained thanks to the most frequent category associated to its LemmNorm in TRAIN.
Results
Recall that VarIDE aims at identifying VMWEs occurrences which correspond to the Seen-in-train category of the shared task. Therefore, Unseen-in-train VMWEs were not expected to be identified. However, VarIDE achieves a non-zero recall for Unseen-in-train (R = 3.31), which can be due, in French, to language-specific lemma homogenization for reflexive clitics (e.g. nous 'us' can be lemmatized either as nous 'us' or as se 'oneself '). Table 3 shows the number of true and false VMWEs, called IDIOMATIC (ID) and LITERAL (LIT), respectively, extracted from TRAIN to train the classifier, with the ratio of IDIOMATIC (% ID) examples. Recall (R) for Variant-of-train before classification (i.e. after candidate extraction) and after classification is also presented. The comparison between the global and the Variant-of-train F1-score in Table 3 shows to what extent our variant-centered identification system specifically performs on identifying Variant-oftrain occurrences, which is a narrower and more challenging task than the Seen-in-train identification.
Candidate extraction We notice that we obtain satisfactory coverage of the top-10 POSnorm, with R > 0.8 for 17 languages (0.62 and 0.75 for IT and DE). Moreover, extraction recall on Variants-oftrain depends on their proportion in corpora which varies from 12% (RO) to 83% (LT). Despite few Variants-of-train in RO, global F1 is satisfactory due to well identified Identical-to-train occurrences.
Candidate classification Variant-of-train classification performance (F1 and R) is sensitive to the reliability of the annotated corpora, being affected by both false positives (e.g. UV ::::: lights.NOUN ::: up.VERB the temperature was falsely annotated, probably by analogy to to light.VERB up.ADP ) and false nega- Other problems are non-UD tagsets (which required adjustments for a few languages), sentence segmentation errors (handled with Filter20) and missing lemmatization (e.g. in Turkish). Other parameters may also influence the results: despite similarities between FR and ES (both are Romance languages, exhibit similar % of Variants-of-train in Table 3 , and similar recall of Variants-of-train after classification) F1 is significantly lower for ES (0.57 vs. 0.19) due to lower precision. A thorough analysis might explain those results and determine whether language families share properties about the alikeness of variants of VMWEs. We believe that the similarity between variants cannot be only evaluated by the visual similarity between strings but also by taking their morphosyntactic properties into account .
Conclusions and future work
Our VarIDE system classifies VMWE candidates as VMWEs 8 on the basis of their morphosyntactic features by comparison with annotated VMWEs. After candidate classification, F1 for the Variants-oftrain is higher than 0.5 for 6 languages (FR, PT, EN, BG, FA, HI) whereas it does not exceed 0.2 for 3 languages (ES, LT, HU). For Lithuanian or Hungarian, this low performance can be explained by the imbalance in the TRAIN data, but such explanation is not valid for Spanish. A more detailed analysis should be therefore conducted to explain the discrepancies between the observed performances for the 19 languages. For that purpose, we should look more precisely at the most informative features found in TRAIN. For instance, for Hindi, for which the system presents the best Seen-in-train and Variant-of-train performances (respectively, F1 = 0.79 and F1 = 0.72), the insertion of an auxiliary or a verb appears as a determining factor for LITERAL labels. In Basque, Farsi or Italian, the insertion of punctuation also appears among the first features that favor the LITERAL label.
Furthermore, we could also evaluate other classifiers such as a linear SVM or a multilayer perceptron. Finally, we aim at correlating the absolute and relative features used during the classification task with linguistic justifications in order to define a more task-independent variability profile of any VMWE.
